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Ricardo Valentim, Pedro Barateiro and André Romão  present the 
exhibition "Vintage Drawings and Current Graphic Works" at Ermida 

Nossa Senhora da Conceição  

 

Opening: 21st June 2014, Saturday, 6 p.m. 

Until 17th August 2014 

A Ermida da Nossa Senhora da Conceição presents the exhibition "Vintage Drawings and 
Current Graphic Works" by Ricardo Valentim, Pedro Barateiro and André Romão  

The joint work of Ricardo Valentim, André Romão and Pedro Barateiro to the Ermida Nossa 
Senhora da Conceição consists in a 16mm movie with the title "Vintage Drawings and Current 
Graphic Works". The movie shows a series of drawings and graphic works presented on a 
experimental setup that allows relations, synapses and interests that exists in the three artist's 
practice. The work pretends to test exhibiting formats allowing the movie to be an exhibition 
inside the movie.  

This way, three artists are united in this joint work: Ricardo Valentim, known for movie 
programs' presentations and conferences' performances being his work equally presented in 
other formats, amongst them worth enhancing the radio, printed matter, photography and 
sculpture; Pedro Barateiro, whose artistic practice can be placed inside of a post-studio 
production mood, not stuck to an only mean nor limited to any particular object production, 
simultaneously associated to specific referents; and André Romão, that in his works sends the 
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spectator to an artistic universe convoking literature, poetry, philosophy and history, working 
on various supports amongst them drawing, photography, video and installation.  

The formal and conceptual universes of the three artists are found in this joint work, 
strengthening some of the particular ideas of each one about the importance of the graphic 
material, drawing, graphism and the construction of an identity and language through the 
artwork. It will function as an exhibition inside the movie, using the layers of the graphic 
material to build a nonlinear narrative.  

About the artists: 

Ricardo Valentim (Loulé, 1978). Lives and works in NY. Of his individual exhibitions are 
enhanced Growth and Culture, Serralves Contemporary Art Museum, Oporto (2012); Film 
Festival, Cneai, Chatou, France; and Post, Kunsthal Charlottenborg, Copenhagen (2013). 
Ricardo Valentim is a certified projectionist.  

Pedro Barateiro (Almada, 1979). Lives and works in Lisbon. Of his individual exhibitions are 
enhanced  We Belong to Other People When We're Outside, Kettle's Yard, Cambridge (2013), 
Today our eyes are closed, Kunsthalle Lissabon, Lisbon (2010), Theatre of Hunters, Kunsthalle  
Basel (2010), Teoria da Fala/ Theory of Speech, Serralves Contemporary Art Museum, Oporto 
(2009). Of the collective exhibitions are enhanced the 29th Biennale of São Paulo (2010), 16th 
Biennale of Sydney and 5th Berlin biennial, both in 2008. 

André Romão (Lisbon 1984). Lives and works in Lisbon. Among his exhibitions are enhanced  
Photo Cairo 5, Cairo (2012); Middleheim Museum, Antwerp(2012); Barbarian Gallery Umberto 
di Marino, Nápoles (2011); Serralves Foundation, Oporto  (2010); Res Publica, Gulbenkian 
Foundation, Lisbon (2010); Kunstlerhaus Bethanien, Berlin (2010); Kunsthalle Lissabon,  
Lisbon(2010); Spike Island, Bristol (2008), among others. 
 

 

Info:  

Fábia Fernandes 

Project Travessa da Ermida 
Ermida Nª Srª da Conceição 
Travessa do Marta Pinto, 21 
(perpendicular to rua de Belém) 
1300-390 Lisbon | Portugal 
ermida@travessadaermida.com 
+351 213 637 700/ 961177874 
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